UNIT RANGE PRE-OPERATION CHECKLIST

The Range Pre-Operation Checklist can be used as a guide to ensure the basic requirements of the Camp Ripley Range Regulation are completed prior to arrival at Camp Ripley to conduct live-fire training.

COMPLETED BY THE UNIT READINESS/TRAINING SECTION:

Have all required Ranges and Training Areas been RESERVED in RFMSS? ______________

Have the Ranges and Training Areas been scheduled with Start/End Times and Occupation Dates that coincide with the Unit Training Schedule? ______________

(Range Control and Automated Target Systems Work Schedules are created by these times, as well as correctly reserving the CRTC Restricted Airspace with the FAA)

Have the Ranges been scheduled with the correct Event (i.e., “BOB” Targets, REFLEXIVE FIRE, BLANKS ONLY, etc.)? ______________

Have all personnel completed Individual/Crew-Served Weapons/Reflexive Fire Qualification within the last year for any scheduled Live Fire Exercise ranges? ______________

COMPLETED BY THE COMPANY COMMANDER:

Have the OICs and RSOs completed the Battalion Range Safety Certification Program?________

Are the OICs and RSOs Weapon Systems Certified on all required weapons? ______

Has the Weapon Safety Certification Memorandum been signed by the BN/SQN Commander and sent to Range Control? __________ Date: __________

Has a Composite Risk Management (CRM) Worksheet for all Live-Fire Ranges and/or the A-7 Rappel Tower been created and then Signed by the proper Authority Level?________

Does Range Control have a copy of the CRM Worksheet? ______________

COMPLETED BY THE RANGE OFFICER IN CHARGE (OIC):

Appoint a RSO (must be certified by the BN/SQN Commander) ______

Appoint ARSOs as needed______

Range Control Safety Briefing at Range Control is scheduled for________________________

Coordination for Medical Support has been completed_______

Coordination for Communication Equipment has been completed________

Coordinated with Range Control and/or Automated Target Systems for targets and materials? _________

Coordinated with Range Control and/or Automated Target Systems concerning any Scenario and/or Targetry changes prior to range usage?__________


UNIT RANGE PRE-OPTION CHECKLIST

COMPLETED BY THE RANGE SAFETY OFFICER (RSO):

Has a copy of the current Camp Ripley Range Regulation? ______

Has a copy of all applicable FMs and TMs for the weapon systems being used? ______

Has a range specific safety briefing been prepared for firing personnel and range support personnel? ___

PERSONNEL ASSIGNMENTS:

OIC/RSO Range Assignment(s):

Date(s):

Time(s):

Weapon(s) to be fired:

Course(s) of fire:

Number of personnel to fire:

Number of rounds needed:

Coordination of transportation: